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JURIS PART

I - CLAIMANT ACTED AS A STATE AGENT OF BONOORU

Claimant assumed it had invested in Mekar as a commercial actor and then has legal

standing before these Proceedings. However, Claimant has acted merely as a state agent

of  Bonooru. Claimant’s investment in Mekar was attributable to State of  Bonooru.

While CEPTA provides no rules for attribution, under customary international law [ILC

Draft Articles, Articles 5 & 8] and interpretation of ICSID Convention [Broches test;

BUCG v. Yemen], the attribution of conduct of an entity to a state requires (1)

governmental authority and (2) effective control tests.

1. Claimant’s investment was in fact not a commercial-purpose activity but an exercise

of elements of governmental authority of Bonooru. Both nature and purpose tests

[CSOB v. Slovak] were satisfied.

● Reasonable investor test: A sophisticated investor would not invest in a company

with debt liabilities like Caeli at the time of investment (not profitable, lack of

commercial nature);

● Constitution of Bonooru was interpreted as recognizing Claimant’s function to

positively ensure constitutional rights of mobility, including rights to enter or

leave the territory of  Bonooru;

● Claimant’s investment received subsidies to serve public interests of Bonooru to

attract travelers to Bonooru considered an exercise of  constitutional function.

2. Claimant’s investment was under effective control of Bonooru because Claimant

depended conclusively upon supports of  Bonooru toconduct investment.

● Claimant could not successfully invest in Caeli without support of Bonooru

through State-owned Bonoorian People’s Bank to refinance Caeli’s debt liabilities;

● In case Claimant acts in contrast to Bonoorian public interest, Bonooru could

modify Claimant’s legal status to State-own enterprise.



II - THE TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE

JURISDICTION RATIONE PERSONAE

State of Bonooru was de facto investor. Sovereign investor has no legal standing before

Tribunal because a State never qualifies as a national under ICSID Convention.

1. The current dispute satisfies ICSID Additional Facility (AF) Rules [Article 2] if it is not

within the jurisdiction of ICSID Convention only because Respondent or Bonooru was

not a Contracting State [UNCTAD]. All other ICSID Convention’s ratione personae

requirements need to satisfy: Investor party is required to be a national under ICSID

Convention.

2. Sovereign investors involve governmental authorities, not purely commercial.

Considering sovereign investors as nationals is inconsistent with ICSID Convention

[BUCG v. Yemen].

● ICSID Convention established ICSID with “the goal of de-politicizing

investment disputes” [prepatory works] and considers only “private international

investment” [Preamble] to intentionally exclude State agents/State investors

[Broches test].



III - AMICUS CURIAE SUBMISSION WITH PUBLIC INTEREST MATTERS

SHOULD BE ADMISSIBLE

1. The submission of CRPU external advisors, in contrast to Claimant’s argument, was

within the scope of dispute defined by the Tribunal as the jurisdiction under Chapter 9 of

CEPTA and ICSID AF Rules. The objection on Claimant’s investor standing due to its

acquisition of investment via bribery was merely an interpretation of Article 9.19

CEPTA in light of the treaty purpose to promote transparency and eliminate corruption

[CEPTA, Preamble; VCLT, Article 31(1) interpreted; Unclean hands doctrine].

2. That submission, even if was outside of dispute, as serving the public interest, should

still be accepted to advance the transparency of  theproceedings.

● The concern of bribery constitutes a critical matter of public interest in

transparency;

● UNCITRAL Transparency Rules (UTR) shall be applicable on Respondent’s

request [CEPTA, Article 9.20] and shall prevail other procedural rules [UTR,

Article 1.7];

● UTR authorizes the Tribunal, in the interpretation of requirements of third party

submission to be within the scope of dispute and not disrupt the party, may take

into account the public interest in transparency [UTR, Article 1.4];

● Fail to admit serious evidence on corruption (in contrast to transnational public

policy) may risk the enforcement of  the award [NewYork Convention, Article 5].



IV - THE SUBMISSION RAISING CONFLICT OF INTEREST

SHOULD BE REJECTED

The participation of a party’s advisor in funding strategy raises conflicts of interest [IBA

Guidelines, applied analogy, Tribunal accepted]. CBFI submission leading to that

participation should be rejected to avoid unfairly prejudices other parties.

● Funders receive 20-50% of awards and a reasonable portion pays for advisors

[OECD], taking into account 700 million USD value of the current case, which

implies that funding advisor has a significant financial interest in the case outcome

[IBA, Red List];

● Reasonable persons would see that significant interest as justifiable doubts about

the independence of  a funding adviser [IBA, Article2].



MERITS PART

V - RESPONDENT’S MEASURES WERE NOT

ARBITRARY OR DISCRIMINATORY

MEASURES
ALLEGED

VIOLATIONS

Investigated and imposed interim measures of  Competition
Commission of  Mekar (CCM).

ARBITRARY AND
DISCRIMINATORY

Ordered to force Caeli to price services on Mekar’s unstable
domestic currency.

Refused to update inflation rates periodically.

Refused to grant relief  to Caeli.

Obstructed resale of  Caeli’s share.

Unreasonable delay and premature rejection.
DENIAL OF

JUSTICEEnforced an award deemed corrupt and set aside by a

foreign court.

Table 1. List of  measures alleged to violate FET.

These measures were merely an exercise of legitimate regulatory power as recognized

in CEPTA [Article 9.8 & Preamble] and customary international law. There are no

grounds for violations of obligation to provide fair and equitable treatment (FET) for

Claimant’s investment [CEPTA, Article 9.9].

A bona fide and proper exercise of legitimate regulatory power was justifiable even if it

frustrated investor’s legitimate expectations [Saluka v. Czech Republic]. The following

arguments explain in detail.



1. The requirement of pricing services on domestic currency and non-update of inflation

rates were not arbitrary measures but necessary to tackle hyperinflation as apparent

legitimate purposes [EDF v. Romania].

● Respondent’s 2600% inflation rate qualified as hyperinflation. Hyperinflation

leads to humanitarian crises such as shortages of food, medicine, and other basic

necessities (like Venezuela) [Reilly];

● IMF requested Respondent to “establish creditability of  local currency”;

● Domestic currency pricing requirement promotes that creditability, and inflation

rate non-update targets and stabilizes inflation rates [Hurtas].

2. CCM investigation and interim measure imposed were not arbitrary but a measure to

protect consumer welfare.

● Respondent complied with Respondent’s Monopoly Act when investigating for

special industries and imposing the measure due to Claimant’s conduct of

predatory pricing (price below the avoidable cost) constituting a prima facie

violation and unrepairable consequence of Claimant’s conduct to other

competitors.

● Even if Respondent violated Monopoly Act, violations of domestic law alone

could not constitute arbitrary under CEPTA [Article 9.9(6)] or international law

[ELSI case] because domestic law and international law are separated;

3. Refusal to grant relief was not discriminatory based on Claimant’s relationship with a

foreign state.

● Respondent reasonably justified that State partially or wholly owned companies

had unique advantages to drive out competitors [Saluka v. Czech Republic]. Merely

treating different categories of subjects differently was not unequal treatment

[Metalpar v. Argentina];

● In any case, economic distress situation precluded wrongfulness [ILC Draft

Articles, Article 24].



4. Preventing Claimant from selling Caeli’s share would not be arbitrary. Respondent

properly complied with its contractual obligation. Even if there were breaches, mere

breaches of contractual obligations could not constitute arbitrary under public

international law [Parkerings v. Lithuania].



VI - RESPONDENT DID NOT DENY OF JUSTICE

1. No unreasonable delays: Claimant’s case proceeded faster than Mekar’s average

commercial cases. Proceedings may be slower than international standards due to court’s

priority of criminal cases with serious consequences to human rights, consistent with

treaty purpose [CEPTA, Preamble; VCLT, Article 31 interpreted].

2. No premature rejections: The Claimant established no prima facie argument. The

Court should reject the case based on a widely accepted standard [W. Kenton].

3. Corruption evidence not sufficient: Evidence reproduced by an organization biased

against Respondent should not be admissible. Respondent has right to consider

arbitrator’s corruption claim under its public policy in which corruption behaviors were

not established [UNCITRAL Model Law, Article 36; New York Convention, Article 5].

4. Proper enforcement of arbitral awards: The award was made under international

law, not incorporated into any national legal system. No recognization of arbitral awards

was necessary. Even if the award was considered refused to recognization, no prohibition

to enforce non-recognized awards [New York Convention].



VII - MARKET VALUE SHOULD BE APPLICABLE

1. CEPTA provides compensation standard for FET breach shall be market value

[Article 9.21(1)]. Even if compensation standard under customary international law shall

be fair market value [ILC Draft Articles, Article 31(1); Chorzów Factory case], rules of

treaty shall prevail customary international law [Nicaragua v. United States].

2. Claimant could not rely on Most Favourable Nations (MFN) clause to get access to

procedure to compensate under fair market value for Arrakis investors. MFN applies only

to substantive rights [CEPTA, Article 9.7].

VIII - CLAIMANT BUSINESS MODEL PARTIALLY CAUSED ITS DAMAGE

Claimant’s model of rapid expansion was opposed by “any industry expert” as too risky

due to volatility of oil price. States have no obligation to compensate risks from investor’s

business model [Waste Management v. Mexico (II)].


